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Analogical program derivation 
based on type theory 
Jianguo Lu and Jiafu Xu 
1. Introduction 
Analogical reasoning is an indispensable component of human intelligence. The 
utilization of analogical reasoning in software automation is a challenging research 
area which is attracting increasing attention. Scherlis and Scott pointed out the 
critical role of analogy in formal program development methods [20]; Ulrich and 
Moll proposed to realize analogical programming by transforming program correct- 
ness proof [23]; Dershowitz discussed an analogical programming method based on 
program assertions [6]; Harandi reported their work on implementation of Unix 
program synthesis system using analogical reasoning [9]. As far as we know, current 
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work still remains in the stage of the discussions of general methods of analogical 
programming, or implementations of experimental systems restricted to specific 
application areas. 
Up to now, it is commonly recognized that analogical programming should take up 
the “derivational approach” that is advocated by Carbonell[3]. The main idea is that, 
when deriving programs analogically, program derivation information, as well as 
specifications and resultant programs, should be given full consideration. Loosely 
speaking, analogical programming can be depicted by the following diagram: 
spec, - wc2 
der, c% der, 
m & pm2 
i.e., from the analogical correspondence “w” between two specifications we derive the 
analogical correspondence “ z ” between their derivations, and the correspondence 
“E” between their programs. 
This paper focuses on two issues in analogical programming. One is the representa- 
tion of the program derivation process. In current work, derivation information is 
mainly represented as program correctness proofs [23], program assertions [6], and 
program derivation trees [9]. Although program derivation plays a central role in all 
these methods, it is not treated as a first class object, hence it cannot be explicitly 
manipulated. Specification, program and the derivation from the former to the latter 
are denoted in different notations. This separates analogical programming actually 
into two stages, i.e., one is to expand the analogical relation between the specifications 
to the relations between the derivations, the other is to expand this relation further 
into that of the programs. This is not only cumbersome, but also makes difficult both 
the analogical reasoning based on these kinds of representations, and the verification 
of the analogically derived consequence. 
Another issue in analogical programming is the correctness of the analogically 
derived program with respect to its new specification. Although the utilization of 
program derivation is largely due to the correctness consideration, most of the current 
work is not formal enough to guarantee the correctness of analogically derived 
program. Much work has been devoted to building systems for checking and building 
formal proofs in various logical systems [4, lo]. However, existing work is largely 
oriented towards proof construction and checking in a general setting. Little work is 
directed at program development in a logic framework, even less attention has been 
paid to the analogical derivation of the formally represented program development. 
Our approach is to represent specification, program and program development in 
a single framework of ,I-calculus based on intuitionistic type theory, i.e., specifications 
and programs are the types of the calculus, while program development is a %-term in 
the calculus. A direct benefit of this approach is that proving correctness of the 
development is reduced to the problem of type checking. Furthermore, the correctness 
of the analogically derived program with respect to its specification is guaranteed by 
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the fact that the type representing the specification is inhabited by an appropriate 
element. Based on this notion of correctness of program development and program, 
we present an analogical program derivation method, which from a known program 
development analogically derives a new development that solves another problem not 
identical but analogous to the original one. Its corresponding program is obtained by 
simple calculation of the type of the development, avoiding expanding analogical 
relation twice. The correctness-preserving property of the analogical program deriv- 
ation method is proved. Here by specification we mean a pair of pre- and post- 
conditions, or a concise but inefficient program as in [2]. Programs are functional 
ones with recursive equations. Program developments are restricted to the 
Fold/Unfold program transformation method [a]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will briefly introduce a calculus 
similar to the /l-calculus introduced by Nederpelt [17], and use this calculus to 
represent program development. Section 3 presents an analogy matching method 
based on generalization. Section 4 will discuss the analogical program derivation 
problem, its solution, and the analogical derivation procedure. In Section 5, a very 
simple example is given to illustrate the analogical derivation method. Finally, some 
related work is discussed. 
2. Representation of development 
There is an unexpected analogy between terms of typed 1_-calculus and natural 
deductions. This correspondence relates types with propositions and terms with 
natural deduction proofs [lo, 111. Since program construction can be viewed as 
a constructive theorem-proving process, it is natural to conjecture that there is also 
a correspondence between the terms of the typed A-calculus and program develop- 
ments. The following tries to build this correspondence, which is largely based on the 
work of [17, 21, 22, 241. 
2.1. The calculus 
Following AUTOMATH [ 11, there is a point of view different from that in ordinary 
typed 3.-calculus. We make no distinction between terms and types, i.e., types are first 
class objects. The syntax of the calculus can be defined as follows: 
term ::= empty 1 variable 1 constant 
1 Avariable: term.term 1 (term(term)). 
Lx:A, (Lx:A(B)) are examples of terms. Subterm, substitution and free variables are 
defined as usual. 
The typing function Typ is defined as in [17]. The calculus has the reduction 
relations, i.e., CI, 8, v] reductions. Conversion is the equivalence relation generated by 
the closure of these reductions, which is denoted as =PD in the following discussion. 
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The calculus has the usual properties such as strong normalization and the 
Church-Rosser property. The condition is to the functionality 
and closedness in A term t is consistent with another term s (denoted as 
Con(t, s)) if there exist terms y, tl, sl, such that 
Typ(t)=,nLy:t,.s,, and 
For ease of reading, we adopt some notational abbreviations. Parenthesis can be 
omitted when confusion does not occur. Terms such as (t(sl))(sz) will be written as 
t(sl, sz). Sometimes we use infix notation, e.g., we write a + b instead of plus(a, b). 
2.2. Expressing program, spec$cation and development 
By specification we mean a pair of pre- and post-conditions, or a concise but 
inefficient program as in [2]. Programs are functional ones with recursive equations. 
Program developments are restricted to the Fold/Unfold program transformation 
method. We first introduce some conventional language constructs expressed in the 
calculus, then programs, specifications and developments. 
Declarations and assumptions 
The declaration that x is of type A can be represented by the term 2x:.4. The 
assumption that proposition P holds can be represented by ;Ix:P, which asserts that 
P has x as its proof. For readability, we simply write x:,4 for declaration, and P for 
assumption when the proof of P is out of concern. To approximate the constructs 
in programming languages, the concatenation of declarations (assumptions), say 
(a:A)(b:B), will be written as (a:A; b:B). 
Dejinitions 
The abbreviation that x (the type of x is B) denotes A in the context of C can be 
expressed by (ilx:B.C)A, where the type of A is convertible to B. It can be justified by 
the P-reduction rule that every occurrence of x in C is replaced by A. Hereafter we 
simply use the notation (x:= A ; C). 
Propositions and objects 
Suppose we have two primitive types 1 and 0, which represent the type of proposi- 
tions and type of objects, respectively. Then the fact that P is a proposition can be 
represented as P: 1. The universal quantification V,..* P can be represented by Ax:A. P. 
Deductions and functions 
The expressibility of functions by E,-terms is well known. When P and Q are 
propositions, the fact that Q is true under the assumption P can be represented by 
1>x: P. Q, which has the intuitive meaning that for every proof of P we can get a proof 
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of Q, The x in Ax:P above is not always relevant. Sometimes for simplicity we wish to 
omit x. To enable this, and to reflect the intuitive meaning of the deductive cannota- 
tion of i-abstraction, we write [P]Q or [x: P]Q instead of k:P.Q. 
Polymorphism 
It is very desirable to allow the definition of polymorphic functions. We provide this 
facility by using type variables, i.e., the declaration t:TYPE states that t range over 
types. 
Specijications and programs 
The representation of functions and first order predicate formulae has been dis- 
cussed above. Here is an example. The functional program to compute the factorial 
function can be written as: 
FAC:= [fac:[nat]nat; 
fi :fac(l)= 1; 
f2:[n:nat]fac(n+l)=fac(n)*(n+1) 
where nat is a predefined type, * is an operation of this type, “=” is an equality symbol 
that is defined in an equality theory. Once fat is specified in this manner, equa- 
tions, say fac(3)=6, can be proved in this context. Its proof object is unfold(f,, 
unfold(f,,f,(2))), whose type is fac(3)=6. Here the transformation rule unfold is 
specified in the following discussion. 
Development 
By development we mean a sequence of refinements by applications of transforma- 
tion rules. Here we only consider the development in the Fold/Unfold program 
transformation method. It is obvious that expressions without “where’‘-abstraction in 
the Fold/Unfold method can be expressed as terms in the calculus. Suppose the 
expressions E, F . . . are represented as E”, F”, . . . . etc. The where abstraction, say 
E where u = F, can be expressed as [u:= F”] E”. Recursive equations, say E-=F, can be 
expressed as E” = F”. Hence each recursive equation Eq can be represented as a term 
in the calculus. Suppose its representation is Eq”. 
Transformation rules can be represented as constants of the calculus, e.g., the unfold 
rule can be declared as: 
unfold: [t, s:Type; x, y:t; z:s; F:[t]s] 
[x=y] [z=F(x)]z=F(y). 
The other rules, such as fold, laws, instantiation (inst) and reflexivity (reJI), can be 
defined in a similar way. More formally, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose equations (El,. , E,) can be transformed into (F,, . . . , F,) in the 
Fold/Unfold method, then there are terms d,, . . ., d,, such that [x, : ET,. . . , x,: Ek] di is 
valid, and Typ(di)=r_.n FP, where i = 1,. . , n. 
Proof. Straightforward. For details see [13]. 0 
In this sense, the function defined by (Fy ; . . .; F,“) is partially correct with respect to 
(E:;...; Ei), and (d,;...; d,) is the development from (E’i;...;Ei) to (F;;...;Fz). 
For clarity, we write s‘t to denote the application t(s), and t . . s to assert that t has 
type s, following the notations introduced by [17] and [24]. Thus, a segment of the 
transformation of the factorial program into the tail-recursive one presented in [2] 
can be expressed as follows: 
Bdl := [ F: [natlnat] 
[eu: [n, acc:nat] F(n, act) =fac(n) * act] 
inst(eu, 1). . [acc:nat] F(acc) =fac( 1) * act 
‘unfotd(f,).. [acc:natJF(acc)= 1 *ace 
‘law(a * 1 =a) . . [acc:nat] F(acc)=acc. 
The validity of the above development is obvious. 
3. Analogical correspondence 
In this section we consider the analogical correspondence between two specifica- 
tions. In the next section we will discuss the problem of deducing the analogical 
consequence via this correspondence. The issue of analogy recognition, i.e., finding an 
appropriate base problem, is not considered here. 
It was suggested that analogy matching can be carried out using second-order 
matching [7]. We go a step further by proposing a concrete method in the framework 
of the calculus. Put simply, we generalize the two specifications to the point that the 
general pattern has both specifications as its instances, and that it is the least one. 
Thus, the general pattern retains sufficient structure of the two specifications, and the 
analogical correspondence defined by least generalization has a high chance to be 
successful in guiding analogical problem solving. Now, we present the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.1. Given terms t,s. Suppose r and A are sequences of declarations and 
definitions, [r] t and [A]s are valid. A generalization of [r] t and [A]s is a triple 
([r ; A ; C] r, t, y), where C is a sequence of declarations and definitions, r is a new 
term, 5 and y are substitutions that satisfy the following conditions: 
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for each declaration x: t, we have Typ(xS) =PDtt, Typ(xy) =PDtY, [r]xt and [d]xy 
are valid. 
the range of 5 and y are subterm and subterm( respectively. 
if XEVAR(T)UVAR(~), then x5 =x, x7 =x. 
Example 3.2. Suppose 
t=[n:nat]fuc(n+1)=(M+1)*faC(IZ), 
s=[n:nat]sum(n+ l)=(n+ l)+sum(n), 
r=fuc:[nat]nut, 
A = sum: 
t and 
d ;f:[nat]nut;Op:[nat,nut]nat[n:nat]f(n+ l)=(n+ l)Opf(x), 
{(_LfM (OP> * 
G,=([~;d;f:[nat]nut;y:nut][n:nut]f(n+l)=y, 
{(.Lfuc), (y,(n+ l)*fuW))> 
a 
G1=(C~llrl, tl, yl) and G2=(CC21r2, 52,~~). 
G1 d G2 if there exists a substitution 0 such that ~~0 =PD rl, t2 = Qtl, y2 = By,. 
It is easy to verify that G1 dG2 in the above examples. It can be proved that < is 
reflexive and transitive relation, i.e., we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.5. < is a pre-ordering. 
Proof. omitted. Cl 
Based on the theorem above, we can define the least generalization as follows. 
Definition 3.6. Given [r] t and [d] s. G is a least generalization of [r] t and [A] s, if 
there does not exist a generalization G1 such that G, <G and G1 #G. 
Theorem 3.7. There is a procedure to find a least generalization for every two terms. 
Proof. The procedure is given in [ 133. 0 
Our point of view is that the analogical correspondence of two terms is the merge of 
two substitutions of their least generalization. 
Definition 3.8. [I-] t is analogous to [d]s with respect to C (denoted as [r] t N 
[d]s w.r.t. C), if the least generalization of [r] t and [d]s is ([Z]r, 5, y), and C= 
merge(& y). Here merge is defined as 
merge(r, y)= {(t,s) 1 ~xEVAR(C) (x5 = t,xy=s)}. 
The analogical correspondence has some properties which are not only intuitively 
sound, but also essential to the proof of the theorem in the next section. 
Theorem 3.9. If [r] t - [A] s w.r.t. C, then 
(1) Cc_ subterm x subterm( 
(2) if(rI,sl)EC, fhen (Typ(rJ, Typ(sr))~C, or Typ(t,)=rnTyp(sr); 
(3) if(tI,sl)EC, [r]tl is valid, then [d]sl is valid. 
Proof. Follows from the definition of least generalization. For details see [13]. 0 
4. Analogical program derivation 
Program transformation has proved very difficult to completely automate [S]. One 
problem is that even though the system has had an experience with a program 
transformation problem, it is still completely at a loss when encountering a similar but 
not identical one. The new program still has to be developed from scratch. We 
propose a kind of analogical program derivation method that transfers program 
development experience from one program to another similar one. 
Suppose a base problem specification B,, its program B,, and the development B, 
are given, along with the target problem specification T, and the analogical corres- 
pondence C between the base and target problem. 
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The analogical derivation problem is a triple (7’,,(B,, B,, Bd), C). Here T,, B,, B,, 
and Bd are terms, C is an analogical correspondence between B, and T,, 
Typ(Bd)=pDBp, and [A ; B,]Bd is valid, where A is a sequence of declarations and 
definitions. 
The solution of the problem is a term T, such that 
l [A ; TJ T, is valid, 
l Typ(B,)-Typ(TJ w.r.t. C. 
Once the solution T,, is obtained, the program of the target specification T, can be 
derived from T, by a simple computation of the type Td. 
Now we offer the rules of analogical derivation. 
Suppose B, - T, w.r.t. C, [A ; B,] Bd is valid, Typ(B,) =pn B,. The fact that Td can be 
analogically derived from Bd in the context of (A ;T,) (denoted as Bd-Td) can be 
defined by the following rules, which are classified into two classes. 
(a) Decomposition rules. The general form of the rules is given in Fig. 1 
It describes how to decompose a base term into other terms, as well as how to 
compose analogical correspondence of the original term from existing ones. The 
meaning of the rule is that if ti+Si, i= 1, . . . , n, and Cond is satisfied, then 
t-+Cmp(sr , . . . ,s,). Here ti, si, and t are terms, i= 1, . . . ,n. Cmp(s,, . . . ,s,) is the 
composition of sl, . . ,s, according to the rules applied. 
(b) Primitive rules. The general form is 
(s) t Cond. 
This kind of rule directly obtain the analogical correspondence of the base term. 
The meaning of the rule is that if s and t satisfy the condition Cond, then t-+s. 
Some typical rules are presented in Fig. 2. For details see [13]. The analogical 
derivation process is accomplished by two separate stages, i.e., the top-down de- 
composition of the base term, and the bottom-up composition of the target term. In 
the first stage, the base term is repeatedly decomposed into other terms, and a deriva- 
tion tree is generated. The leaf is the node that is generated by the application of the 
primitive rules. Once the analogical correspondence of the subnodes of term t is 
derived, the analogical correspondence of t can be composed from its subnodes 
according to the rules applied. 
(Cwh ,...,Sn)) t 
t<nd 
(SI) t1 (s2) t2 
. . 
(Sn) tn 
Fig. 1. 
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(th 1) t(t1) 
(rz) )$n(s,q) t E subterm 
(Sl) t1 
([x:s,]s) [x:t,]t 
b-3) * 
(4 t (Sl) t1 
b-5) (4 t if (t,s) E C, or 3C’ s C, such that t N s w.r.t. C’ 
(rh) (x) x if x E VAR(d) 
Fig. 2. 
The analogically derived target program development possesses the following 
property. 
Theorem 4.1. For an analogical derivation problem (T,, (B,, B,, Bd), C), ifBd-+Td, then 
T, is a solution of the analogical derivation problem. 
Proof. Follows from the properties of the analogical correspondence. 0 
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5. Example 
We illustrate the method by applying it on a small example. 
Given a concise but inefficient program computing the sum: 
T,:= [sum: nut; 
s, 
s,:[n:nat]sum(n+ l)=sum(n)+(n+ 
I. 
Suppose base problem the factorial represented above, 
specification and development are: 
[j&c: [nut] 
fr:fuc(l)== 1; 
l)=fuc(n)*(n+ 1) 
B,, := [nut, nut]nut] 
[eu:[n,ucc:nut] F(n,ucc)=fuc(n)* ace] 
inst(eu, 1). . [ucc:nut] F( 1, ucc) =fuc(l) * ucc 
‘unfold(fr). . [ucc:nut] F(l.ucc)= 1 *ucc 
‘luw(u * 1 =a). . [acc:nut] F(1, ucc)=ucc; 
&jZ := [ F: [nut, nut]nut] 
[eu: [n, ucc:nat] F(n, ace) =fuc(n) * ucc] 
inst(eu,n+1)..[ucc:nat]F(n+1,ucc)=fuc(n+1)*acc 
‘unf~kf(f~)..[acc:nut]F(n+ 1,ucc)=(fuc(n)*(n+1))*ucc 
‘luw(u * (b * c) = (a * b) * c). . [ucc:nat] F(n + 1, ucc) =fac(n) *((n + 1) * act) 
tfold(eu). . [ucc:nut] F(n+ l,ucc)=F(n,(n+ 1) * ucc); 
B,,:= [ F: [nut, nat]nut] 
[eu:[n, ucc:nut] F(n, ucc)=fuc(n) * act] 
f~..[I1:nut]fuc(n+l)=fuc(n)*(n+1) 
tfold(eu)..[n:nat]fhc(n+l)=F(n,n+l). 
From this development it is obvious that fuc(n+ 1) is equal to F(n, n + i), which 
achieves better efficiency than fuc(n + 1) through the use of an accumulator. 
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Suppose the initial analogical correspondence between the base and target problem 
is { (fuc,sum), (fi, sl), (f2, s2), (*, +), (1,O)) which can be obtained via the analogy 
matching method, and that there is a correspondence between the commutativity laws 
of the multiply and plus operators. Applying the analogical derivation rules above we 
can obtain a similar development as follows, which is valid according to the theorem 
in Section 4. 
T,,:=[F:[nut,nut]nat] 
[eu: [n, act: nut] F(n, UC) = sum(n) + ucc] 
inst(eu, 0). . [ucc:nut] F(0, ucc) = sum(O) + ucc 
‘zmfdd(f~). [ucc:nut] F(0, ucc)=O+acc 
‘luw(a+O=u). . [acc:nut] F(0,ucc)=ucc; 
Td2:= [ F:[nut, nutlnut] 
[eu:[n, ucc:nut] F(n, ucc)=sum(n)+ucc] 
inst(eu,n+1)..[ucc:nut]F(n+1,ucc)=sum(n+1)+ucc 
‘unfold(f2). . [ucc:nut] F(n+ l,ucc)=(sum(n)+(n+ l))+ucc 
‘luw(u+(b+c)=(u+b)+c)..[ucc:nut]F(n+l,acc) 
= sum(n) + ((n + 1) + act) 
‘jbfoId(eu). . [ucc:nut] F(n + 1, ucc)= F(n, (n+ l)+ucc); 
Td3:= [ F:[nut, nut]nut] 
[eu:[n, ucc:nut] F(n, ucc)=sum(n)+ucc] 
f2..[n:nut]sum(n+1)=sum(n)+(n+1); 
Ifold(e [n:nut] sum(n + 1) = F(n, n + 1). 
Hence, we obtain a tail recursive program computing the sum: 
SF’:= [ F:[nat, nutlnut; 
sum: [nut] nut; 
spI:[ucc:nut] F(0, acc)=ucc; 
~p~:[n,ucc:nut]F(n+1,ucc)=F(n,n+1+ucc); 
~p~:[n:nut]sum(n+ l)=F(n,n+l) 
J. 
The partial correctness of this program is guaranteed by the validity of the 
analogically derived development. 
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The difficulty in the above analogical derivation process is the introduction of the 
new lemma, i.e., the commutativity of the plus operator. The analogical derivation is 
more complicated when the rules in the base problem are no longer applicable. In 
such cases, some rules in the original problem should be skipped, or new rules inserted 
into the rule sequence, which is also discussed in [16]. 
6. Discussion 
Analogical programming needs to expand the analogical relations between speci- 
fications to their development, and then to their programs. As far as we know, the 
specifications, programs, and its developments are usually expressed in three different 
levels. This makes it difficult to expand analogical relations, and especially, difficult to 
verify the correctness of the analogically derived consequence. As we can see from the 
above discussion, the higher-order type theory provides a neat setting to express 
specifications, programs and developments in a single logic framework, which greatly 
facilitates the reuse of program development. 
The generalization of first-order terms was discussed in [18, 19, 121. Hagiya dis- 
cussed the problem of generalizing one term according to a given parametrization [8]. 
Nederpelt described how to represent mathematical proofs in the /i-calculus [17], 
Sintzoff and Weber presented a more realistic design calculus to unify the concepts in 
program development [22, 241. 
The work reported here is a first step. Further work will include the adaptation of 
the calculus to approximate more closely the programming constructs, and the 
implementation of an experimental analogical programming system. 
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